The time-dependent correlation functions of q-deformed Bose gas are studied. We find relation of zeros of the correlation functions with the Fisher zeros of partition function of the system. Complex temperature appears as a result of q-deformation and evolution of correlation function. A particular case of q-deformed Bose particles on two levels is examined and zeros of correlation functions and Fisher zeros of partition function are analyzed.
Introduction
Studies of partition function zeros are important fundamentally. Due to papers [1, 2, 3] the studies become widely used in examinations of thermodynamical properties of many-body systems, in considerations of phase transitions in various physical systems [4] . Also, zeros of 1 E-Mail address: khrystyna.gnatenko@gmail.com 2 E-Mail address: akargol@hektor.umcs.lublin.pl 3 E-Mail address: voltkachuk@gmail.com partition function fully determine the analytic properties of free energy of a system.
In the contrast to the case of hamiltonian of a system with real parameters, in the case when the parameters in hamiltonian are allowed to be complex the partition function may has zeros which after works of Lee and Yang [1, 2] are called Lee-Yang zeros.
In paper [2] Lee and Yang considered ferromagnetic Ising model with complex magnetic field and found zeros of partition function of the system. The authors proved the theorem that all zeros are purely imaginary. In [5] Lieb and Sokal proved that the Lee-Yang theorem holds for any Ising-like model with ferromagnetic interaction (see also [6, 7, 8] ). The results of Lee and Yang were generalized to the case of complex temperature by Fisher in his paper [3] .
There are difficulties with realization of many-body system with complex parameters at experiment. Therefore for a long time the LeeYang zeros were only theoretically studied. The experimental access to the statistical theory of Lee and Yang was provided in [9] and the density function of zeros on the Lee-Yang circle was determined for a ferromagnet. Then five years ago it was shown that it is possible to observe the Lee-Yang zeros of partition function of spin system in experiment [10, 11] . In paper [12] the authors reported the experimental observation of Lee-Yang zeros.
Within the framework of studies of the Lee-Yang zeros the analysis of the dynamical phase transitions was done [13] . In recent paper [14] the experimental determination of the dynamical Lee-Yang zeros was reported.
We would like to mention that there are many papers devoted to studies of zeros of partition function for spin systems (see, for instance, [10, 12, 15, 16] and references therein). At the same time zeros of partition function of Bose system and Fermi system are not widely studied (see, for instance, [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] ).
In our recent paper [22] we found relation of Lee-Yang zeros of partition function of Bose system with experimentally observable quantities, namely, with zeros of two-time correlation functions. This relation in principle allows experimental observation of zeros of partition function of Bose system.
In present paper we study the correlation functions of q-deformed Bose gas which is based on q-deformation of the canonical commutation relation that play important role in different branches of physics and mathematics (see for instance [23, 24, 25, 26] and references therein).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a preliminary information on q-deformed Bose gas. In Section 3 we find the relation of zeros of correlation function of q-deformed Bose gas with Fisher zeros of partition function. Section 4 is devoted to analysis of zeros o correlation function and Fisher zeros in the particular case of Bose particles on two levels. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.
q-deformed Bose gas
We consider a system of N q-deformed Bose particles placed on s levels ǫ i (i = 1, 2, ...s) and described by the following hamiltonian (see, for instance, [27, 28, 29] )
where creation and annihilation operators of boson on the i-th level a
Operators, corresponding to different levels, commute. Operator of number of particlesn i on the i-th level satisfies the following commutation relations
The operatorsâ i ,â
where
and occupation number operatorn i satisfy the ordinary commutation relations
One can easy find eigenstates |n 1 , n 2 , ..., n s > and corresponding energy levels of hamiltonian (1)
where n i are occupation numbers, n i = 0, 1, 2, ..., and [n i ] q is qdeformed number which is defined in (5) . Note that we consider canonical ensemble with fixed number of Bose particles N , therefore occupation numbers n i satisfy the following condition
In the next section we consider time-dependent correlation functions of the q-deformed Bose gas and find relation of zeros of the functions with Fisher zeros of partition function.
Correlation functions and Fisher zeros
Let us consider the following correlation functions of q-deformed Bose system
where Z(β) is partition function
here β = 1/kT is the inverse temperature and
Substituting (1) into (11), we obtain
In order to rewriteâ j (t) in the form which is convenient for calculation of the correlation functions, we use the following identitieŝ
here f is an arbitrary function for which the Taylor expansion exists. Using identity (14), we can rewrite (12) as followŝ
The conjugated operator toâ j (t) readŝ
Substituting (15) and (16) into (9), we find
where τ = t 1 − t 2 . Taking into account (1), the expression for correlation function can be rewritten in the following form
here we introduce the complex temperaturẽ
We would like to stress that the imaginary part β 1 of the complex temperature is caused by the q-deformation and is related with the time of evolution. Note that in the case when deformation is absent, namely q = 1, the imaginary part of the complex temperature is equal to zero. This result can be rewritten as
Taking Tr over the eigenstates of hamiltonian (1), we find
Here the occupation numbers n j satisfy condition (8) . Therefore, the sum over the occupation numbers in (21) can not be factorized.
It is important to note that partition function (21) contains complex temperature. Thus we find the relation of correlation function with partition function containing complex temperature (20) .
q-deformed Bose particles on two levels
Let us study a particular case of two-level system of N q-deformed Bose particles which is described by hamiltonian (1) with s = 2. In this case, taking into account condition (8), we have n 2 = N − n 1 . So, partition function (21) can be reduced to the following expression
For correlation function in this case we have
where we introduce the notation
Note that zeros of correlation function correspond to zeros of Z c (β).
Fisher zeros of partition function and zeros of correlation function can be found analitically for small number of particles. In the case of N = 1 the correlation function is zero and the partition function reads
where ∆ǫ = ǫ 2 −ǫ 1 . In this case equation for zeros of partition function Z(β) = 0 has the following solutions
Here β and β 1 are real and imaginary part ofβ. It is convenient to introduce new variable z = e −βǫ 1 . Then possible zeros lay on the circle of unit radius in z-plane. Note that according to (19) at q = 1 imaginary part of temperature reads β 1 = 0. Therefore in the case when q = 1 we have no solutions for zeros of partition function. In the case of system of two particles one also has trivial result for correlation function, it is equal to zero. In the case when N = 3 zeros of correlation function can be found analitically and they are nontrivial. We have
Zeros of correlation function in this case are achieved at
From (19) and (28) we find that correlation function in this case has zeros at times
The zeros for correlation function in this case lay on the circle of unit radius in z-plane. For q = 1 the correlation function does not have finite zeros, namely, zeros of correlation function tend to infinity at q → 1.
We would like to note that in general case of arbitrary number of particles N the zeros of partition function and zeros of correlation function determined on the z-plane (z = e −βǫ 1 ) are roots of polynomials with real powers.
In particular case when the parameter of deformation reads q = 2 we have that the q-numbers
are integer. So, when in additional ǫ 2 /ǫ 1 is integer the expressions (30) and (31) can be rewritten in the form of polynomial over z with integer powers
Fisher zeros of partition function and correlation function in this case are presented on Figure 1 . Note that the number of Fisher zeros exceed the number of particles. This is the result of exponential dependence of energy on the number of q-deformed Bose particles on a given level.
Conclusion
In this paper the time-dependent correlation functions of q-deformed Bose gas have been studied. The main our result is the relation of correlation function of the q-deformed Bose system with partition function which depends on complex temperature. Namely, we have found that correlation functions can be represented as (20) . So, there is relation of zeros of correlation function of q-deformed Bose gas with the Fisher zeros of partition function. It is important to note that the complex temperature is caused by q-deformation and evolution of the system. If deformation is absent, namely if q = 1, the imaginary part of the temperature is equal to zero. Particular case of system of q-deformed Bose particles on two levels has been examined. We have found analytically that zeros of partition function for one particle N = 1 and zeros of correlation function for N = 3 lay on the unit circle in z-plane which corresponds to purely imaginary zeros in β-plane. In this case zeros of correlation function are achieved during evolution in the times which are given by (29) .
We have also considered the particular case when q = 2 and the ratio of energies of two levels ǫ 2 /ǫ 1 is integer. In this case the zeros of the partition function and the zeros of correlation function correspond to the roots of polynomial with integer powers. The Fisher zeros of partition function and correlation function for q-deformed Bose gas in the case of q = 2 for particular numbers of particles of the system are presented on Figure 1 . Note that as it is shown on the Figure the zeros lay close to the unit circle but not exactly on the circle.
Finally, we would like to note that in contrast to the ordinary Bose gas where interaction is responsible for Lee-Yang zeros (as was shown in [22] ) the q-deformation leads to the Fisher zeros.
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